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How to Beat the Brown
Grass Blues This Summer
No one wants a brown lawn, but you can take some comfort in the fact that a lawn that
turns brown in the summer will likely rebound once the stress of intense heat and sun has
passed. Even better, there are things you can do to make your lawn more stress-resistant
so it stays green even during its most trying season.
should never remove more than one-third
of the length in a single mowing and, of
course, never scalp it.

Happy 4th of July!
Whether your holiday festivities mean
firing up the grill or lighting up the night
sky, the entire Arbor-Nomics family
wishes you and your family a safe and
fun celebration.

Sharpen Your Blade. A dull mower blade
tears grass instead of cutting it. Those torn
ends turn brown quickly, and the rest of
the grass blade will soon follow. So make
blade sharpening a part of your mower
maintenance routine.

Water Deeply and Less Often. Frequent
light watering actually hurts your lawn
because it discourages roots from growing
deep into the soil. Instead, you should
make it a habit to water deeply once a week
throughout the year, not just in summer.
Water Early. Watering late in the day or
at night allows grass to stay wet, which
encourages fungal diseases. With early
morning watering – preferably around 5 am
but at least before 10 am – excess moisture
quickly evaporates in the sun.
Mow High. The longer the grass, the better
protected the delicate root system is from
the stress of heat and sun. This, in turn,
helps it stay green. Experts agree that you

Bare in Mind
by Josh Bare

Don’t Mow in the Sun. The best time to
mow is in the early morning or the evening,
when the sun is not as intense. Mowing
when the sun and heat are at their peak
delivers a double dose of stress to your
lawn.
Fertilize. Your lawn needs regular feeding to
stay healthy and green. Fertilization should
be done every six to eight weeks.
Reduce Traffic. Grass that gets a lot of foot
traffic will eventually turn brown no matter
the season, but the risk is even greater
during the summer. If you want to be extra
cautious, it’s best to “keep off the grass” for
a while.
Source: https://www.thedailygardener.com/keeplawn-green-in-summer-heat

I thought I’d share a project I’ve been
working on over the last couple of years.
My Grandpa Bare served in WWII and
documented that historic time with
photographs and diaries. I was fortunate
to inherit these and have set about
preserving and even publishing them, so
that others can learn from them, including
my kids.
The collection speaks of history before
you even dive into its content. The
photographs – now, nearly 80 years old

– show their age, and the diary pages
are yellowed and cracking. With the
generous help of Dondra from the
office, we’ve got the diaries for the
first two years transcribed. Grandpa’s
handwriting isn’t always the easiest to
decipher! So transcription is needed
for readability as well as publishing and
preservation.
Continued on page 4
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July-August Care
Application #4

Please note: There are times when we may need to modify the treatments
we apply due to weather.

LAWN TREATMENTS
Weed Control
All Programs. We applied weed controls
to Bermuda, Fescue, and Zoysia lawns.

Fertilization
All Programs. Bermuda, Fescue, and
Zoysia lawns received a treatment of
Arbor-Organics fertilizer, which nourishes
the grass until our next visit.

Pest Control
Gold, Gold Plus & Platinum. We applied
our Outdoor Pest Control to help keep
fire ants, fleas, ticks, and spiders at bay.

Disease Control
Silver Plus, Gold Plus & Platinum. We
treated lawns with a fungicide to prevent
brown patch and dollar spot, two fungal
diseases common at this time of year.
Attention, Silver & Gold Customers.
Our fungicide treatments are available
as an add-on to the Silver and Gold
programs. If you notice brown circular
patches – or any discolored spots – on
your lawn, call us immediately. We’ll
schedule a FREE service call and
provide an estimate for treatment.

WHAT YOU NEED TO DO UNTIL
OUR NEXT VISIT
Make Sure Your Lawn Gets an
Inch of Water per Week
What rain doesn’t supply, you need
to provide by irrigation. To discourage
fungal diseases, avoid late-day and
nighttime watering, and whenever you
can, water early in the morning. Before
10 am is best. Be sure to check with
your water authority about any water
restrictions.
Raise Your Mower Blades to the
Highest Setting for Fescue
Letting Fescue stay a bit taller helps
lower the soil temperature for this coolseason grass.
Inspect Your Yard Once a Week
Look for discolored patches in lawns
and on tree and shrub leaves, as well as
signs of Japanese beetle and armyworm
infestations. Call us immediately if you
see any of these.
Mulch Those Shrubs
Mulching retains moisture in the soil
and helps keep shrubs hydrated during
summer heat.

ORNAMENTAL TREE AND
SHRUB TREATMENTS
Pest Control
Gold, Gold Plus & Platinum. We
applied an insecticide to control lace
bugs, aphids, caterpillars, and Japanese
beetles, and a second to battle spider
mites.

Disease Control
Gold, Gold Plus & Platinum. A fungicide
was applied to control diseases like
powdery mildew and leaf spot.
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Questions about our
service or your yard?
Contact us at 770.447.6037
or info@arbor-nomics.com.
This is our busy season, so to avoid
waiting on hold, we recommend you
email us. Of course, you are always
welcome to call Customer Service,
Monday – Friday, 8 am – 5 pm. If
you call after hours, please leave
a message, including your phone
number, and we’ll return your call
the next business day.

Putting Summer
Lawn Pests in
Their Place
Every season comes with its own
set of issues for Atlanta lawns, and
summer is no exception. Here are
the current lawn-loving pests to
watch for and tips for reclaiming
your turf.
• Southern Cinch Bugs: These
caterpillar-like pests are particularly
damaging to St. Augustine lawns
but can also cause at least minor
damage in any grass type. They
suck the moisture out of grass and
then inject a poison, leaving dead
patches that resemble drought
damage. The best prevention is
to avoid over-watering and overfertilizing.
• Armyworms: Another group of
unwelcome visitors that resemble
caterpillars, armyworms cause
rapidly growing brown patches
of dead grass and tend to do the
most damage to Bermudagrass. A
telltale sign of an infestation is birds
congregating on your lawn to feast
on the pests. Our treatment controls
these worms for two months and is
available as an add-on service.
• Fire Ants: Hopefully, you’ll notice
their unsightly mounds long before
you experience their painful – and
potentially dangerous – stings. Fire
ants are more a menace to people
and pets than to the health of
your lawn and should be handled
professionally. Our treatment with
TopChoice, from Bayer, controls fire
ants for a full year and is available
as needed.
• Fleas and Ticks: While these live
in your lawn without harming it, they
are a problem for people and pets.
Our Outdoor Pest Control treatment,
which customers on the Gold,
Gold Plus, and Platinum programs
received this visit, keeps fleas and
ticks, as well as spiders and ants,
at bay.
Seeing these or other pests in
your lawn? Request a free service
call. We’ll come out to assess the
problem and recommend the best
course of action.

How to Beat the Heat in Atlanta
Need a little relief from the summer heat? Head to Atlanta, where many cool things
await you. Here are just some of the ways to have a great time and take the edge of
the rising mercury.
Peruse Ponce City Market. You’ll find
plenty to do, taste, and buy at this vibrant
– and air-conditioned! – destination. After
you’ve cooled off, enjoy a great sunset
view on The Roof, along with cocktails and
activities for kids.
Get soaked at a splash pad. Historic Fourth
Ward Park, right by Ponce City Market, and
Centennial Olympic Park downtown will
provide a splash of instant refreshment.
Go wild at a water park. Hurricane Harbor
at Six Flags offers water adventure for
everyone – from the water playground for
the very young to the Tsunami Surge for the
ultimate thrill-seekers.
Explore a museum. Play dress-up with
your little ones at the Children’s Museum of
Atlanta or get mesmerized by the incredible
art at the High Museum.

Enjoy an indoor attraction. Legoland,
Coca-Cola World, the College Football
Hall of Fame, and the Woodruff Arts Center
are all great destinations for some
family-friendly fun.
Take a dip in a pool. With 15 outdoor public
pools across the city, Atlanta has no shortage
of spots where you and your kids can brush
up on your backstroke – or just cool off.
As the pandemic and government
recommendations continue to evolve,
please check on operating hours,
enhanced safety precautions, etc.,
when planning a visit.

Helpful Contact
Information
ARBOR-NOMICS TURF, INC.
770.447.6037
800 Langford Drive , Suite A
Norcross, GA 30071
arbor-nomics.com

VICE PRESIDENT

Doug Cash
Cell: 770.596.8388
doug@arbor-nomics.com

CUSTOMER RELATIONS

Brandon Stegall
Office: 678.638.4552
Cell: 470.636.3558
brandon@arbor-nomics.com

Source: https://www.mommynearest.com/edition/atlanta/
article/9-ways-to-beat-the-heat-in-atlanta-this-summer

Tips for Keeping the Summer
Garden Going Strong

Keep cool. Trees and other plants are nature’s
air conditioner; it can be 20 degrees cooler
under a tree than in sunny spots. Arrange
seating in the shade of trees, or build an arbor
and plant quick-growing vines at the base for a
cooling – and lovely – effect.
Refresh containers. Keep annual containers
looking their best by deadheading and replacing
tired-looking plants with new ones. Cut back
trailing annuals, such as petunias and million
bells, by half, and give regular feedings of
Bloom Booster fertilizer for a new flush of color.

Use container-grown edibles as accents.
Many new varieties of fruits and vegetables
are bred to perform well in containers, making
them a great choice for small decks or patios,
especially when planted in colorful ceramic
pots.
Feed pollinators. Edible and flowering plants
depend on pollinators, like bees, butterflies,
and hummingbirds. You can help nurture these
crucial contributors to local ecosystems with
native plants that bloom over the growing
season. Your local nursery should be able to
suggest pollinator-friendly ideas.
Source: https://www.gardendesign.com/
summer/tips.html

Summer Laughs!
What do frogs eat in
the summer?

What is a ghost’s
favorite summer treat?
I Scream.

Be water-wise. Mulch beds with organic matter
to help retain moisture in the soil. (Mulching also
deters weeds.) Use drip irrigation if possible,
and water in the morning. This will minimize the
evaporation of water from the soil.

Mix things up. Don’t be afraid to combine
edible plants with ornamentals. For example,
different colored lettuces make attractive
edging along a pathway. Dinosaur (Lacinato)
kale, with its pale blue leaves, can be planted
in containers and combined with annuals for a
showy look.

Hopsicles!

With the relentless heat of July and August,
gardens – and gardeners! – can probably use a
little pick-me-up. Here are some great ways to
infuse some fresh new energy into your garden
and outdoor space.
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Bare in Mind Continued
Going through the diaries and photos
is an incredible experience. Grandpa
enlisted in the military on September
9, 1942, just two months after
marrying my grandmother. In January
the next year, he was crossing the
Atlantic on his way to Scotland and
from there to Oran, Algeria.

The SS Robert Rowan, one of many U.S.
ships supporting the Allied invasion of
Sicily, was carrying soldiers and supplies
to General Patton’s Seventh Army. Along
with more than 400 personnel, there was
plenty of ammunition onboard, creating
a highly explosive situation when the
Rowan was bombed. As fire began to
spread, orders were given to abandon
ship. Miraculously, everyone escaped
unharmed and according to Grandpa,
the ship’s cat was saved as well.
If you want to learn more about the
attack, search “globe at war SS Robert
Rowan.” (Or you can type out this
URL: http://www.globeatwar.com/
media-gallery/detail/41/266.) There’s
an incredible image of the explosion.
Grandpa managed to get a picture of the
Rowan as it was sinking.

Throughout his writings, it is clear
that he misses his wife dearly and
couldn’t wait to be reunited with her.
I think that was partly what drove
him to keep such a careful account
of his adventures. I can picture him
as he traveled overseas, looking for
the opportunity to take photographs
and to capture emotions in his written
diaries.
Most of his duties were as a cook,
and his company seemed to always
be a few steps behind the very front
lines. After four months in Algeria,
it was on to Palermo, the capital of
the Italian island of Sicily. On the
trip across the Mediterranean Sea,
German bombers launched aerial
attacks, and a nearby U.S. ship, the
SS Robert Rowan, was sunk. That
made quite an impression on him!

In his photo diary, Grandpa included
typed captions for the pictures, all of
which are glued to the pages scrapbook
style. I imagine he carefully worked on
this once he was discharged and got
back to the States. This might explain
why, unlike his written diary, there’s no
record of the date the pictures were
taken. I have to look for clues in the
context of what he wrote in the captions
and diary.

Examining hundreds of photos has
been a monumental task, but so far I’ve
been able to integrate pictures with his
diary for 1943 and publish the finished
product through a company called Blurb.
As I work on 1944, I’m encountering
facts and images that make me rethink
some of the photo-to-text match-ups I
made for 1943.
It has been fascinating to travel across
geography and through history with my
grandfather. His writing is peppered with
various tidbits of news that he would
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get wind of, and checking out those
events online has given me a whole new
appreciation for world history during
that period.
I’m hoping to retrace his journey one
day with my dad. It would be so special
to take some of the same pictures and
stand in the same spots. I understand
that some places, like Algeria, are
not that safe to visit, but perhaps if
we stayed in the more touristy spots
we’d be all right. In 1944, after Sicily,
Grandpa again boarded a ship, which
took him to France, where he took part
in Operation Dragoon, in Provence.
Then he moved on to Marseille. I think
these would be beautiful – and safe –
places to visit!
Our family is very grateful to have this
intimate glimpse into Grandpa’s service
to his country and this opportunity
to preserve the hard work he put into
recording his account of the war. Once
I get things further along, I’ll have to
share more with you all!

Please let me know any thoughts
you might have on this article. I
can be reached at 678.313.4568
or Josh@Arbor-Nomics.com.

